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Abstract

Background: We propose to improve the prognostic assessment after radical prostatectomy (RP) by dividing
high-risk prostate cancer (hrPCa) (according to the d’Amico classification) into subgroups combining 1, 2 or 3
criteria of aggressiveness (cT2c-T3a, PSA >20 ng/ml, Gleason score (GS) > 7).

Methods: Data from 4795 hrPCa patients who underwent RP in two French university hospitals from 1991 to 2013
were analyzed. Subgroups were formed to determine whether an increasing number (1, 2 or 3) of criteria of tumor
aggressiveness was associated with poorer oncological results and early biochemical recurrence (BCR) (PSA > 0.
2 ng/ml). These results were compared using Fisher’s exact test and BCR was compared according to the
Kaplan-Meier method.

Results: Eight hundred fifteen patients were treated by RP for hrPCa (8 %). Four hundred eleven patients (79.5 %)
presented 1 RF (Risk Factor), 93 (18.0 %) 2 RF and 13 (2.5 %) 3 RF. Lymph node invasion and positive margin rates were
12.4 and 44.1 %, respectively. The prognostic sub-stratification based on these 3 factors was significantly predictive for
adverse pathologic features and for oncologic outcomes. BCR free survival was respectively 56.4, 27.06 and 18.46 % for
1RF, 2RF and 3RF (p < 0.0001). However, no predominant negative criterion was found.

Conclusion: Oncologic results after RP are heterogenous within the hrPCa risk group. Sub-stratification based on three
well-defined criteria leads to a better identification of the most aggressive cancers. On the other hand, RP provides
both effective cancer control and satisfactory survival rates in patients with only one risk factor.
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Background
Prostate cancer (PCa) is the most common form of
malignant cancer in Europe and, the second leading of
death attributable of cancer [1, 2]. Despite the wide-
spread use of prostate specific antigen (PSA) individual
screening, some patients are still diagnosed with locally
advanced and/or high risk PCa. According to the D’Ami-
co’s classification, patient with PSA > 20 ng/mL and/or
preoperative Gleason score of 8–10 and/or clinical
stage ≥ T2c can be considered to be at high-risk of

disease progression despite radical treatment with a
curative intent [3].
In high-risk prostate cancer patients, the best course

of treatment is often unclear, and the oncological out-
comes appear heterogeneous among series and treat-
ment options. Even though several treatment options,
including RP, RT, and androgen deprivation therapy
(ADT) alone or in combination, are available but the re-
currence rate remains high regardless of the type of
treatment [4]. Recently, long-term follow-up studies of
high-risk PCa patients who underwent RP with or with-
out adjuvant therapies have revealed good oncologic out-
comes highlighting the potential underutilization of surgery
in such cases [5, 6]. Retrospective population-based studies
recently suggested that oncologic outcomes in terms of
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disease-specific mortality were at least comparable in
high risk PCa patients treated with RP as compared
to those undergoing radiotherapy combined with an-
drogen deprivation therapy [6–8]. Evidence also sug-
gests that patients with high-risk PCa are those who
benefit the most from RP [8–10].
Thus, large multicentric series have reported that a

significant percentage (about 30 %) of PCa preopera-
tively defined as high risk, was organ-confined and
favourable in RP specimens [11–13]. These findings
highlight the interest of improving patients selection
within the heteregeneous group of high risk PCa.
The aim of this study was to define subgroups combin-

ing 1, 2 or 3 criteria of aggressiveness (cT2c-T3a, PSA >
20 ng/ml, Gleason score (GS) > 7) among surgically
treated hrPCa and to define their risk of progression.

Methods
Patient sample
After institutional review board approval (patient re-
cords/information were anonymized and de-identified
prior to analysis, consent was not required for your
study), we retrospectively examined data from 815
consecutive patients who underwent radical prostatec-
tomy and bilateral extended pelvic nodes dissection
(in 98.1 % cases) for clinical high-risk prostate cancer
in D’Amico risk classification (PSA >20 ng/ml, clinical
T2c or more stage, biopsy Gleason sum 8–10) be-
tween 1990 and 2013 in two French academic centers
(overall cohort: 4795 RPs). Surgical procedures were
performed by 7 different senior surgeons, who used
standardized techniques (open, laparoscopic or robot-
assisted RP) and applied the same anatomic template
during pelvic lymph node dissection, as previously de-
scribed [14]. We excluded 298 men because of in-
complete information on preoperative PSA, Gleason
score, clinical stage and pathologic T stage. Only pa-
tients with complete clinical and pathological data
who did not receive neoadjuvant therapies were eli-
gible. In the final analysis, the data on the 517 pa-
tients included the preoperative parameters such as
age, prostatic specific antigen (PSA), clinical stage
(CS) and biopsy Gleason score.
The clinical stage was assigned according to the 2002

TNM staging system, prostate biopsy cores were ob-
tained with transrectal ultrasound guidance, using a
>10-core biopsy protocol, and pretreatment PSA was
measured before digital rectal examination. Genitouri-
nary pathologists assessed the biopsy and pathologic
gradings according to the Gleason gradings system be-
fore 2005 and the modified ISUP Gleason score after
2005. The pT stage was graded according to the 2002
AJCC staging system for PCa.

Biochemical recurrence (BCR) was defined as a PSA
value 0.2 ng/ml after RP, confirmed by at least two con-
secutive measurements.

Statistical analysis
Data were summarized by frequency and percentage for
categorical variables, and by median and range for con-
tinuous variables. Comparisons between groups were
performed using the Mann–Whitney rank sum test for
continuous variables and Chi square or Fisher’s exact
test for categorical variables.
Biochemical Recurrence Free Survival was calculated

from the date of the surgery to the date of the diag-
nosis of the biochemical recurrence. BCR was esti-
mated using Kaplan-Meier method and univariate
analysis was performed using the log rank test. Logis-
tic regression models were built to determine the in-
dependent predictive value of PSA, Gleason score and
clinical stage at diagnosis.
All statistical tests were two sided, and differences

were considered statistically significant when p < 0.05.
Stata 13.0 software (StatCorp LP, College Statio, Texas)
was used for all statistical analysis.

Results
Patients’ descriptive characteristics are to be found on
Table 1. 411 patients (79.5 %) presented 1 RF (Risk Fac-
tor), 93 (18.0 %) 2 RF and 13 (2.5 %) 3 RF. Median
serum PSA level was 21.0 (1.7:158.0) ng/ml. According
to the risk classification, median PSA was 15.7 (1.7-
158.0) for 1RF, 30.0 (3.0-134.0) for 2RF, 31.7 (22.0-50.0)
for 3RF, respectively (p < 0.001). The proportions of the
clinical stage were different between the 3 groups: cT1c-
cT2b: 91.2 % (n = 375), 35.5 % (n = 33) and 0 %; cT2c-
cT3: 8.8 % (n = 36), 64.5 % (n = 60) and 100 % (n = 13))
respectively for 1RF, 2RF and 3RF (p < 0.0001). Further-
more, the proportions of Gleason sum >7 found into
prostate biopsy was greater in population with less RF
(43.6 % (n = 179), 62.4 % (n = 58) and 100 % (n = 13) re-
spectively for 1RF, 2RF and 3RF (p < 0.0001). In overall
population, the pT stage was pT2 in 29 % of patients,
pT3a in 37.9 %, pT3b in 32.9 %, and pT4 in 0.2 %.
Positive surgical margin was reported in 44.1 % of cases
(n = 228) and increased within the risk sub-stratification:
40.6, 58.1, and 53.8 % for 1RF, 2RF and 3RF respectively (p
< 0.0007)). Lymph node metastasis was noted in 12.4 % of
patients: 9.2 % (n = 37), 22.6 % (n = 21) and 38.5 % (n = 5)
for 1RF, 2RF and 3RF respectively (p < 0.0001). The number
of nodes removed was exactly the same for the 3 groups of
patients (median 10 LN (1–39). The majority of the pa-
tients had only one criterion of aggressiveness (79.5 %)
(Additional file 1: Table S1).
Second-line treatments were adjuvant treatments be-

fore recurrence in only 29 cases as follows (5.6 %):
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radiotherapy in 1.5 % of cases, androgen deprivation
therapy in 2.1 % of cases, and RT combined with ADT
in 1.7 % of cases. Salvage treatments (182 cases, 35.2 %)
were salvage radiotherapy in 18 % of cases, androgen
deprivation therapy in 11.8 %, RT combined with ADT
in 0.8 % and chemotherapy in 4.5 %.
Overall, median follow-up was 25.2 months. The 2-

year and 5-year RFS rate was 55.21 (49.80; 60.28) and
41.67 (35.35; 47.86) respectively.
The prognostic sub-stratification based on these 3 fac-

tors was significantly predictive for adverse pathologic
features and for oncologic outcomes. BCR-free survival
was, respectively, 56.4 % (50.0; 62.5), 27.06 % (16.4;
38.86) and 18.46 % (3.06; 30.33) for 1RF, 2RF and 3RF
(p < 0.0001) (Fig. 1). However, no predominant negative
criterion was however found.

In univariable analysis, predictors of oncologic out-
comes were PSA, number of risk factor, postopera-
tively positive lymph node, surgical margin, pT stage
(Table 2).
In multivariable analysis, no preoperative predictor

was independently predictive for recurrence-free sur-
vival. Postoperative pT stage and positive lymph node
status were independent predictors of recurrence-free
survival (Table 3).
Figure 1 (Additional file 2: Figures S1 and S2) shows

Kaplan-Meier curves depending Biochemical free recur-
rence rates according to number of risk factors (RF), SC
disease, surgical margin, lymph node invasion and stage
after RP (Additional files 1 and 2). The rate of BCR free
recurrence was significantly improved with the number
of risk factors (log-rank test, p < 0.001).

Table 1 Descriptive statistics of 523 patients with clinical high-risk prostate cancer treated with radical prostatectomy and pelvic
node dissection

Overall 1RF 2RF 3RF p

No (%) 523 411 (79.5) 93 (18.0) 13 (2.5)

Missing 3

Age,yr

Age,yr Median 64.0 64.0 64.0 59 0.02

Range 41.0:79.0 44.0:79.0 44.0:76.0 47.0:70.0

PSA, ng/ml

Median 21.0 15.7 30.0 31.7 <0.001

Range 1.7: 158.0 1.7:158.0 3.0:134.0 22.0:50.0

Clinical stage

cT1 266 (51.5) 246 (59.9) 20 (21.5) 0 (0) <0.0001

cT2 193 (37.3) 150 (36.5) 39 (41.9) 4 (30.8)

cT3 58 (11.2) 15 (3.6) 34 (36.6) 9 (69.2)

Biopsy Gleason sum

<=7 267 (51.6) 232 (56.4) 35 (37.6) 0 (0) <0.0001

>7 250 (48.4) 179 (43.6) 58 (62.4) 13 (100)

Specimen Gleason sum

<=7 301 (58.2) 250 (60.8) 50 (53.8) 1 (7.7) 0.0004

>7 216 (41.8) 161 (39.2) 43 (46.2) 12 (92.3)

Surgical margin

R0 289 (55.9) 244 (59.4) 39 (41.9) 6 (46.2) 0.0072

R1 228 (44.1) 167 (40.6) 54 (58.1) 7 (53.8)

Pathological stage

pT2 150 (29.0) 134 (32.6) 14 (15.1) 2 (15.4) 0.0007

pT3 366 (70.8) 277 (67.4) 78 (83.9) 11 (84.6)

pT4 1 (0.2) 0 (0) 1 (1.1) 0 (0)

Lymph node involvement

No 444 (87.6) 364 (90.8) 72 (77.4) 8 (61.5) 0.0001

Yes 63 (12.4) 37 (9.2) 21 (22.6) 5 (38.5)

Data were stratified in three groups of risk factors
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Discussion
In this current study, we demonstrated the different out-
comes in high risk PCa according to the number of pre-
operative risk factors identified: the increasing number
of RF was correlated with poorer BCR-free survival.
Indeed, at present, urologists face the dilemma of de-

ciding which treatment is best adapted for hrPCa
patients: ADT, radiotherapy, RP or a multimodality ap-
proach. When asked, most physicians commonly say
they prefer ADT associated with radiotherapy [15].
Nevertheless, RP has, however, whether combined with
or without multimodal therapies, produced good onco-
logic outcomes in the large multicentric series [11–13].
Post-surgery recurrence risk depends mainly on the
pathological final assessment in RP specimens. But, an

accurate preoperative patient selection is essential
when choosing what initial treatment will be used in
decision-making.
Preoperatively, the identification of high-risk PCa

can be based on at least three well-defined predictors
of the extent of the disease and the post treatment
outcome as defined by d’Amico et al. [3]. Others
studies and our own have shown that the D’Amico
classification is a highly heterogeneous PCa risk sub-
group. Because of a lack of uniform definition of
hrPCa, there is an urgent need to classify hrPCa ac-
cording to different prognosis groups. Indeed, the
present study clearly identified 3 different populations
with different oncologic outcomes, all of which de-
pend on the number of risk factors.

Fig. 1 Kaplan-Meier curves depending Biochemical free recurrence rates for 3 groups of risk factors (RF)
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The first population identified, characterized by 1 risk
factor and benefited the most from surgery because of
favorable cancer control with good BCR-free survival
rates. Similarly, prior studies have attempted to better
stratify patients with hrPCa based on the number of
risks factors [12, 16]. Joniau et al. and Spahn et al.
showed more favorable outcomes (BCR-free survival,
CSS and OS) when there is only one. Our study con-
firms these results.
Conversely, the risk of recurrence appears to be very

high in patients with high-grade disease and who still
have at least 2 risk factors despite radical surgery along
with a great deal of adjuvant and salvage treatment strat-
egies. Multimodal treatment strategies are probably war-
ranted in those cases. Prospective trials on the timing of
adjuvant or salvage ADT and RT will hopefully provide
some answers.

In our study, the PSM rate was around forty per-
cent and more then 70 % had pT3 disease, but only
1.5 % of the patients received adjuvant radiotherapy
(ART). On the other hand, salvage treatments
(35.2 %) were often proposed. Most of recommenda-
tion proposed RT after RP in cases of extracapsular
extension, GS > 7, PSM because of a high risk of local
recurrence. Currently, the question about the time of
treatment is always open: immediate adjuvant RT or
salvage RT after biological monitoring. 3 studies
showed a benefit of immediate ART (SWOG 8794,
ARO and EORTC 22911) in comparison with no ad-
juvant treatment. But the time of treatment is still
discussed and we should wait the results of AFU-
GETUG 17 trial. Some recent studies showed a better
functional recovery if RT is not performed immedi-
ately after RP. For these two reasons, urologists in
this study preferred salvage RT.
Finally, we have demonstrated that men with only one

high risk factor had a better BCR-free survival rate than
men with two or more.
Therefore, we identified a subgroup, for which RP led

to favorable outcomes, corresponding to the ideal candi-
date for RP in high risk PCa. Recently, Fossati et al.
showed an increased diagnosis of localized and less ex-
tensive high-grade prostate cancer was observed over
the last two decades. In this context, patients with high-

Table 2 Univariate analysis of biochemical recurrence (BCR)

Event (BCR) Survival (%) CI 95 % p

Age

<65y 115/285 48.54 40.88; 55.77 0.8

≥65y 94/232 50.84 42.09; 58.93

Clinical stage

≤cT2a-b 165/408 50.44 44.04; 56.50 0.91

≥cT2c-T3 44/109 45.20 31.83; 57.64

Biopsy Gleason score

≤7 107/267 50.58 42.59; 58.02 0.73

>7 102/250 48.66 40.35; 56.45

PSA

<20 75/240 61.21 52.20; 69.02 0.0001

≥20 134/277 40.00 32.79; 47.10

Specimen confined

No SC 159/291 31.30 24.61; 38.19 0.0001

SC 50/226 74.41 65.75; 81.19

Margin

R0 82/289 66.18 58.42; 72.83 0.0001

R1 127/228 28.64 21.32; 36.36

Risk factors

1 148/411 56.54 50.02; 62.55 0.0001

2 51/93 27.06 16.40; 38.86

3 10/13 18.46 3.06; 44.09

Positive lymph node

N0 170/453 54.14 48.00; 59.87 0.0001

N1 39/63 9.95 1.15; 30.33

Pathological stage

pT2 28/150 79.63 69.84; 86.54 0.0001

pT3-pT4 181/367 37.78 31.27; 44.27

Table 3 Multivariate analysis of biochemical recurrence BCR

HR 95 % CI p-value

PSA preoperative

<20 ng/ml 1 (0.99; 1.81) 0.060

≥20 ng/ml 1.34

SC

No 1 (0.37; 1.00) 0.051

Yes 0.61

Surgical margin

M- 1 (0.97; 2.17) 0.068

M+ 1.45

Number of risk factors

1 1 (0.86; 1.70) 0.27

2 1.21 (0.70; 2.74) 0.34

3 1.38

Lymph node invasion

No 1 (1.46; 3.20) <0.001

Yes 2.16

PT Stage

pT2 1 (1.43; 3.48) <0.001

pT3-4 2.23
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risk disease selected for radical prostatectomy had better
cancer control over time [17].
The nomogram published by Briganti et al. has led to

selection improvement for patients candidates for RP as a
primary treatment for high risk PCa [18]. This predictive
tool helps in predicting a specimen-confined (SC) disease
in clinical high risk PCa (40 % in their study). This nomo-
gram was recently externally validated by Roumiguié et al.
who confirmed good oncologic outcomes in this heteroge-
neous subgroup of high risk PCa thanks to a large propor-
tion of specimen-confined PCa, but with a decreased
accuracy for intermediate risks requiring improvements in
treatment decision-making by new parameters such as
multiparametric MRI and biomarkers [19].
Our study is not without certain limitations. Firstly,

though the study period frame was long, it featured (ran-
ging from 1990 to 2013) and with only 523 patients, sub
group analysis based on years of surgery was not statisti-
cally achievable. Secondly, the changes over time in
pathology assessment (Gleason score grading), patient
selection and operative techniques such as nerve-sparing
procedures impacting the margin status, presented un-
avoidable biases. No centralized pathology was available
between the two centres. Finally, because of the lack of
key data, the final analysis only included 523 of the 814
patients identified.
In multivariate analysis, Gleason score and number of

RF was not an independent factor as showed in other
studies [12, 18]. We can explain this result by a number
of “poor” high-risk patients in your study to small to
show statistically differences.
Finally, it is surgery (RP) itself that provides the most

accurate knowledge of the pathologic tumour and to
adapt adjuvant therapies based on the risk of recurrence
(pT stage and lymph node invasion).
Thus, the use of such a sub-stratification prognostic ap-

proach should improve the accuracy of predicting patho-
logic and oncologic results, thus optimizing the selection
of patients for whom primary cancer control is possible.
However, even when optimal predictions are made, those
high-risk patients showing adverse pathologic outcomes
should still be considered as candidates for a multimodal,
combined approach. In these cases, cancer control after
surgery should be optimized by either adjuvant RT, HT, or
a combination of both treatments.

Conclusion
Finally, oncologic results after RP are heterogenous within
the hrPCa risk group. Sub-stratification based on three
well-defined criteria leads a better identification of the
most aggressive cancers. In contrast, the presence of a sin-
gle RF seems to be the most appropriate circumstance for
RP. Such results may help urologists in scheduling post-
operative monitoring and management.
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